Hit on women. All the time.
380 upvotes | 6 December, 2014 | by Archwinger
I had a mild experience yesterday morning that our good friend GayLubeOil’s recent post made me
remember. Namely, GLO proposed a hilarious activity, dubbed the “Squirrel Chase.” As we all know,
99.9 percent of men are rapists, so when a woman sees you at night, she doesn’t know that you’re among
the 0.1 percent of guys who aren’t going to rape her. She’s going to scurry along quickly to put some
distance between you and her and head to a crowded, well-lit place, then pull her phone out and
immediately tell all of her Facebook friends that she was almost raped by a creepy guy. They will all
commiserate with her near-rape experience and share their own stories trying to one-up each other while
pretending to be friends. The winner will be whichever one first tells a story about how this one time, a
guy who wasn’t hot actually asked to buy her a drink. Everyone knows that talking to a girl who doesn’t
think you’re hot is rape, but actually offering her alcohol to incapacitate her? Egad! Even I feel for that
poor woman. Where was I going with this again? Oh yeah.
So yesterday morning, I get to the gym at 5:00 A.M. like I always do, which is really inconsiderate of me.
Because when it’s 5:00 in the morning, it’s still dark outside, and some women like to go to the gym early
in the morning because they’re independent and have jobs, so it’s dark when they get there, too. And you
can’t just park inside the gym. You might hurt someone with your car. There’s this place called a parking
lot where you leave your car, then get out and walk, in the dark, where a rapist might get you (even
though 5:AM is a peak hour at the gym and someone drives or walks by every 30 seconds or so), to the
glass doors of the well-lit structure where everybody inside can see you coming from 100 yards away.
Parking lots are scary. A lot of people get raped there.
So I park my car, and two parking places over is a woman in an SUV with her cabin lights on, playing
with her cell phone. If she’d just gotten out of her car and gone inside the second she arrived instead of
sending text messages for 20 minutes, she’d have avoided this situation entirely—but shit, I can’t say
that. That’s victim-blaming. So I get out of my car as soon as I park, right about the time this woman is
finishing up her very important phone session that I am certain was a billion dollar business deal with
somebody in Tokyo who was about to go to bed and couldn’t wait, because any time I see a woman, I
assume she’s rich, powerful, and important. She gets out of her car about the same time that I do. And
there we are, not even 15 feet apart from one another, alone, in the dark parking lot.
I wasn’t sure what to do, because if I don’t acknowledge her at all, that might be even creepier than
saying something to put her at ease, so I said, “Good morning,” and turned to walk toward the gym. This
woman turned out to be in a lot better shape than I thought. She didn’t say good morning back, which is
okay, because I’m not entitled to basic courtesy from a woman and can’t expect a common pleasantry for
being nice. You can’t buy common courtesy with niceness, and I checked my privilege long ago. Instead
of returning my polite greeting, she ran, really fast, all the way to the door of the gym, looking over her
shoulder at me as she pulled it open.
She probably just didn’t hear me, and was so excited about her business deal that had just gone through,
and really wanted to get warmed up before she got her workout started, so she got a quick sprint in.
That’s what I thought anyway. But I get to the gym, go to the front desk to check in, and she’s giving me
devil eyes. As a Red Piller, I’m pretty socially cued in, and I know the difference between a girl that’s
interested in me and a girl that disapproves of me. I mean, I have a wife. I know that look of disapproval
very well. And this was definitely a look of disapproval. It dawned on me that maybe this woman might
have run away from me due to fear. I thought back to the scene in the parking lot and I realized the
mistake I made and why she was so uneasy: I have a penis! How stupid could I have been, bringing my
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penis with me when I went somewhere dark where women would also be?
But I thought about this a little more. Women see men in parking lots all the time, and most aren’t afraid
of me, or any man, really. Not seriously so. I mean, nobody actually believes they’re going to get raped in
a heavily-traversed, public parking lot, in plain sight of a crowded building with glass doors. That’s just
stupid. I’m a man, and I know that’s stupid, and women are smarter than men. Ms. Obama told me so. So
what was different about this woman, this time? Oh shit! I told her “Good morning!”
It was so obvious, I almost cut my dick off in shame. I talked to a woman who didn’t think I was hot.
What the hell was I thinking?
Here’s the deal, boys. Women aren’t actually afraid you’re going to rape them. They’re not afraid of rape.
That’s just the hysterical, radical feminist excuse for society to hate men. But we all know, even women,
that hardly anybody is actually going to be raped in a parking lot.
Here’s what women are actually afraid of: Being uncomfortable. Women hate, hate, hate those 30
uncomfortable seconds when some tool at a bar or other public place tries to awkwardly small talk about
something. They know that when a guy politely says hello (or maybe good morning!), and tries to strike
up a conversation, that’s really just a prelude to being hit on. And being hit on, then having to turn the
guy away, is confrontational. Girls hate confrontation. It’s uncomfortable.
But do you know what girls hate even more than being hit on? Creepy-ass , timid little fucks who can’t
even work up the balls to hit on them. When some creepy loser is talking awkwardly for 30 seconds, or
even longer, and can’t even work up the courage to make his move, that’s physically painful to the girl.
Actually physically painful. Because she’s on edge, having an adrenaline response, preparing for the
confrontation where she has to turn the guy down, and she waits, and waits, on edge the whole fucking
time, wondering when the fuck it’s going to happen. Then it never comes! That’s even worse than getting
hit on! She gets all psyched up and uncomfortable and….the loser mutters and walks off, or worse, tries
to stick around blabbing some more, and she actually has to use her brain to think up some lame excuse to
get away from him.
That woman at the gym was legitimately afraid of me. She was afraid she was going to be conversationraped. That I might talk to her, and she might have to awkwardly get away from me. And while only a
small percentage of men are actual rapists, a very large percentage of men will talk to women. I’d say
over 90% of men are potential conversation-rapists.
Now as a Red Piller, I can’t in good faith advise you guys to never talk to women, ever again. You’d
never get laid that way. But here’s a good fallback position: Hit on women. A lot. All the fucking time.
Don’t creep them out by blah blah blah blabbing while they awkwardly wait for you to make a pass. Just
fucking do it. Hitting on women is less creepy than trying to be pleasant, talking to someone, and getting
to know them.
Those of you who aren’t married (maybe some of you who are, too), make a point of just hitting on ten
women a day. Whoever you see. Feeling awkward? Not sure what to say? The woman’s looking a little
uncomfortable because you brought your penis within 15 feet of her? Confirm her suspicions and hit on
her. That way, she’ll feel smart because she knew what was coming and was ready for it. That empowers
her. Do your part to empower women and hit on them, all the fucking time.
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Comments
[deleted] • 24 points • 6 December, 2014 02:52 PM

I was telling one of my buddies the other day (a fellow redpiller) that I'm going to start telling women to smile
when I'm out on my daily business. I hear a lot of feminists yelling "STOP TELLING WOMEN TO SMILE" so
I want to piss them off. Maybe I'll even add in a "how are you going to find a nice husband if you can't keep a
smile?!" for extra points.
copralalic • 2 points • 6 December, 2014 09:06 PM

Oh, too good not to use. Especially in a bar.
Guntlips • 168 points • 6 December, 2014 02:51 AM

Men need to take back the culture. When my old Army buddies from Texas visit me up here in San Francisco we
crush pussy because these bitches are so used to feminized milleneal beta twats that our "harrasment" is a breath
of fresh dick. Women only abhor male sexuality on the internet/media, but when they come face to face with that
bravado they're quick to present themselves like animals in heat.
[deleted] • 43 points • 6 December, 2014 03:25 AM

Glad to see someone else is keeping it real here in the bay.
strps • 12 points • 6 December, 2014 08:40 AM

No where in California is easier.
Jromanorum • 19 points • 6 December, 2014 09:44 AM

you lucky bastards out west, I need to get out of the tundra asap its a fucking zoo.
Antmilk • 13 points • 6 December, 2014 02:10 PM

Try not to slam any water buffalos
Tatersalad99 • 1 point • 6 December, 2014 02:12 PM

They're only there to find a fuckerburg
phe_nom • 1 point • 6 December, 2014 10:20 PM

It also helps that about every guy only talks about how much money he makes at his Silicon Valley job and
how fucking interesting his job is and something something job something something please fuck me.
hunca_muncacomment score below threshold • -11 points • 6 December, 2014 11:40 PM

Ever consider that this woman was a victim of a violent crime? Assault possibly? There are people who are
real life victims of violent crime. I'm a gay femme woman and I read TRP from time to time, just to learn
about new perspectives.
I was jumped 2 years ago by two men when I was skating alone on a paved trail in the woods.
After that incident, I often run when I'm alone, sometimes even cross the street to the other side if I'm feeling
anxious.
Just keep that in mind. You may never have been a victim of a violent crime. It profoundly shapes your
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outlook and the way you view other people on the street, especially when you're alone.
WindowToAlaska • 3 points • 7 December, 2014 01:57 PM

So take responsibility for your safety and learn how to shoot a gun and self defense training. Even the
playing field.
Guntlips • 2 points • 7 December, 2014 06:45 PM

I have been jumped plenty of times... in the neighborhood in I grew up in it was par for the course
growing up. I was threatened by racist in the deep south when I was making out with a white woman(I'm
mized asian/latino) and I have gotten in fights, spit on, and beer poured on me for wearing the wrong
team jersey in philedelphia. I wear these forms of "abuse" like a badge of honor and don't wallow in a
pool of victimization like I was in the holocaust(REAL VICTIMS) or lost someone in 9/11(REAL
VICTIMS). I move on and tell these stories with a smile on face and love in my heart.
Zackcid • 1 point • 7 December, 2014 06:13 PM

It profoundly shapes your outlook and the way you view other people on the street, especially when
you're alone.
Not "It". You're ultimately the master of your own reality and mind. If you chose to live the life of a
paranoid victim, that's all on you. If I get hit by a car, I have the option to continue living my life in fear
of crossing streets, or I can overcome it and continue living with a healthier outlook. Your paranoia is not
my problem.
[deleted] • 49 points • 6 December, 2014 03:30 AM

Absolutely fucking brilliant, Arch. We've missed you around these parts, while you've been cavorting in that
marriedredpill place. Pull that penis outta the freezer, strap it on, and grace us with your presence a little more,
old man. Have a good weekend.
redpillschool • 12 points • 6 December, 2014 02:57 PM*

Another mod here missing his presence (lol). I know that discussion on married life is better in a more
focused area, I feel as though the lack of such discussion here gives the newbies here very little to strive for.
Spinning plates is fun, but we all burn out eventually.
[deleted] • 1 point • 6 December, 2014 04:10 PM

I can imagine it getting old and boring once you've mastered the art of plate spinning and done it for
years on end...
newlifeasredpill • 13 points • 6 December, 2014 03:53 AM

Hey-- Arch is doing God's work over there.
Even the MRP wives are happier.
And why shouldn't they be? They are getting pounded like they did when their SMV was skyhigh
[deleted] • 10 points • 6 December, 2014 03:55 AM

I know, I'm just giving him some friendly shit.
[deleted] • 5 points • 6 December, 2014 12:16 PM
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Pretty much how I imagine Arch.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=viNfg6b9wvA#t=32
Wolf_A • 58 points • 6 December, 2014 01:00 AM*

This post resonates well with this video, it maybe intended to be funny but nothing but the truth.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbeEuYAZFL4
Women come up with all sorts of rubbish to try and push you away if your SMV is low in their eyes.
Disturbingly the common tactic seems to be crying rape and molestation or accuse you of being creepy at the
minimum and sometimes when you are actually trying to be nice. And they also use this tactic if they get
butthurt by anyone and it's not limited to relationships but also at workplace and social situations.
They only get tingles with guys who don't give a shit, present themselves as they please and don't bend over to
the expectations of the modern society (which is schooled from time-to-time by SJWs and feminazis) because
that is not going to get you anywhere. No more Mr. Nice guy indeed.
All-DayErrDay • 17 points • 6 December, 2014 03:03 AM

Or just be really good looking, in that case their never going to call you creepy and you win.
whatsazipper • 18 points • 6 December, 2014 02:42 PM

A good looking person gets considered creepy if they waffle around with beta behavior.
[deleted] • 12 points • 6 December, 2014 11:28 AM

preparing for the confrontation where she has to turn the guy down, and she waits, and waits, on edge the
whole fucking time, wondering when the fuck it’s going to happen. Then it never comes!
It's interesting though that in terms of long term friendships the opposite happens: women are happy to have
orbiters around them, they don't find the tension awkward at all even when it is blatantly obvious a beta is
desperate to get his dick wet. They hate it however when a long term beta tries to either seduce them or leave
them.
[deleted] • 26 points • 6 December, 2014 12:47 PM

No I dont agree, I will hit on women that I consider truly attractive, fuck giving validation to these fuking sluts
just because the need to do 10 approaches per day
if i dont find you attractive im not even gonna acknoledge you, the same like you do when youre around those
whiteknights that are trying to befriend you, I have better things to do like focusing on myself
FrameDestroyer • 8 points • 6 December, 2014 07:37 AM

Funny post. Disagree with your conclusion though, you didn't go far enough!
Every interaction with a woman is seduction. Every moment. Play her emotions like a fiddle. All I do is vary the
subtlety of it depending on the situation and her receptiveness, but it's always there. Old, ugly, young, beautiful,
they all wanna be seduced. And once it becomes effortless, it's always worthwhile, regardless of the endgame.
InscrutablePUA • 9 points • 6 December, 2014 04:07 PM

Hit on women. A lot. All the fucking time. Don’t creep them out by blah blah blah blabbing while they
awkwardly wait for you to make a pass. Just fucking do it. Hitting on women is less creepy than trying to be
pleasant, talking to someone, and getting to know them.
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RSD Tyler says exactly this is the video (can't find it) where he opens girls in two ways:
"Hi... umm... hey... how are you...." -> girl thinks he is a creep and scurries away
"YOU! Yes you, come here (finger pointing)" --> big smile from girl who scurries right over to get k closed.
copralalic • 5 points • 6 December, 2014 09:08 PM

It is important to note that aggressive opens do not always work. He is only showing the ones that do. No big
deal, find the next chick.
That said, the weakling-waffling-nice-guy openings pretty much never work.
TheAceofWands • 6 points • 6 December, 2014 03:49 AM

"You might hurt someone with your car" HA
[deleted] • 7 points • 6 December, 2014 06:16 PM

Girls hate confrontation
This explains the "Where do you want to eat?" "Anything is fine, but not here here here or here."
She makes up her mind, then wants you to guess it. Coming out with it risks confrontation or, gasp, rejection.
GayLubeOil • 7 points • 6 December, 2014 07:52 PM

Love this.
If any of you guys have approach anxiety one thing you can do to over come it us intentionally creep woman
out.
*Hello im from Russia I have question about the parking meters! In a thick accent.
*You remind me of the girl who broke my heart.
*Can I get your autograph Beyonce? (To a non black)
If you face rejection head on as part of a stupid game you will stop fearing it.
bobbatosakosanose • 46 points • 6 December, 2014 02:04 AM*

I was at a strip club the other night with a buddy to enjoy the neon lights and tons of naked beautiful women
walking around. I don't usually go, but I wore an expensive jacket. I kept getting approached by stripper after
stripper, interrupting my conversation with my friends and I got annoyed. I knew they were after my money, and
their conversations were bullshit I got an epiphany right then: perhaps this is how famous men feel. And also
how hot women feel. They may get approached so many times in a day by equally attractive men that
attractiveness doesn't really matter anymore. They know men want sex.
I kept rejecting the strippers and subconsciously rationalized why: "her hair is too weird, her nose too big, etc".
Given the choice I had of hot strippers approaching me, I could reject them based off the smallest detail not to
my liking. I could afford to be picky to the tiniest degree.
Needless to say. I didn't go for a dance, but it was an interesting experiance.
What I'm trying to get at: don't assume you are the only man approaching her with game. You never know, she
might have rejected someone with similar or higher smv than you. Don't assume everyone is low smv.
stevredpill • 62 points • 6 December, 2014 02:13 AM

I don't know if it had to do with your expensive jacket. You're in a strip club. I think if you wore a cheap
jacket they still would have approached you.
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• points • 1 January, 1970 12:00 AM

[permanently deleted]
krakosia • 8 points • 6 December, 2014 03:40 AM

Just like men approach women who are hotter
[deleted] • -1 points • 6 December, 2014 03:27 AM

They do which is why I never enjoy my time there
[deleted] • 10 points • 6 December, 2014 05:03 AM

Because you look poor as shit?
BeornPlush • 6 points • 6 December, 2014 02:23 PM

Because it's totally phony.
• points • 1 January, 1970 12:00 AM

[permanently deleted]
vicious_armbar • 3 points • 8 December, 2014 03:44 AM

Isn't there some way we can work this out?
Unfortunately not. The powers that be would rather keep prostitution illegal to raise the price of attractive
pussy. That way you'll be a more productive worker drone, and labor harder so you can have a nicer: car,
house, clothes, etc. to attract women.
As always the rich are exempted. If you have get a "sugar baby", rent her an apartment next to campus,
and put money in her bank account every two weeks it's legal. Because there's no direct exchange of
money for sex. Same thing if you drop $1,000 on a porn actress, have her sign the legal paperwork, and
record it. Nothing says you have to release the video, you'll have a souvenir, and it will all be perfectly
legal.
Imagine how much the game would change if prostitution was decriminalized, and any loser with $30
could sleep with a hot 18 year old like you can in some European countries.
PlanB_pedofile • 10 points • 6 December, 2014 05:58 AM

watch it with women who are paid to flirt.
Their job is to give you validation. Remember you're a redpill and can see outside the matrix.
bobbatosakosanose • 11 points • 6 December, 2014 06:45 AM

right
Duh. I know. I was just pointing how having abundant choice leads to more pickiness without you even
being consciously aware.
copralalic • 1 point • 6 December, 2014 09:09 PM

They didn't get his money. He won.
yeahweewee • 3 points • 6 December, 2014 04:45 AM
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beyond it being the only women free space left(kind of) i can't imagine why guys would ever go to strip
clubs
• points • 1 January, 1970 12:00 AM

[permanently deleted]
[deleted] • 16 points • 6 December, 2014 01:59 PM

Like internet porn, but expensive, public, and I have to wear pants.
bobbatosakosanose • -3 points • 6 December, 2014 05:58 AM

Its an ego boost for some. Hot girls come up to you. The dynamic is reversed. It does motivate you to
want to work harder and raise your smv, to get those kinds of women. The girls there were amazing.
yeahweewee • 11 points • 6 December, 2014 06:31 AM

ego boost for who? they'd have to have an iq of 80 to actually get an ego boost from strippers
bobbatosakosanose • 7 points • 6 December, 2014 06:41 AM

Dont be fooled some pretty high smv dudes frequent strip clubs. There were a few whales there.
And strip joints are a fav spot for athletes, shiekhs, etc, who like to "make it rain". They all go
there for the ego boost. Money is part of a mans attractiveness.
yeahweewee • 12 points • 6 December, 2014 06:58 AM

they frequent strip clubs because most high end strip clubs are masks for escort services, very
few strippers aren't also prostitutes, it has nothing to do with strippers providing an ego boost

TheSKSpecial • 6 points • 6 December, 2014 05:08 PM

Because she’s on edge, having an adrenaline response, preparing for the confrontation where she has to turn
the guy down, and she waits, and waits, on edge the whole fucking time, wondering when the fuck it’s going
to happen. Then it never comes! That’s even worse than getting hit on!
They get all worked up, ready to bust a hot, messy rejection all in your face, then you just ramble away and taper
off like an edging session. Of course they're pissed off, you just gave them rejection blue-balls!
[deleted] • 8 points • 6 December, 2014 06:51 AM

This is a pretty good summery of the frustration of the modern man. Kudos for being able to write how it feels
for us so well.
[deleted] • 2 points • 6 December, 2014 03:52 PM

This could nearly be made into a post for /r/TalesofPrivilege .
Add Moby Dick and some dick wagging and you'll have yourself quite a ravishing tale.
copralalic • 2 points • 6 December, 2014 08:54 PM

Not at work. Don't fuckin' do it... don't shit where you eat.
Kalepsis • 1 point • 6 December, 2014 12:22 PM

This is my new favorite post.
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[deleted] • 1 point • 6 December, 2014 06:40 PM

I hit on girls I don't even like.
el_Technico • 1 point • 7 December, 2014 07:02 AM

Arch any follow up, what happen with the woman? Did she just give you dirty looks the whole time you were at
the gym or anything else happen ?
• points • 1 January, 1970 12:00 AM

[permanently deleted]
Archwinger[S] • 3 points • 15 March, 2015 08:33 PM

That's game 101.
Open, gauge interest, escalate, isolate, build comfort, escalate some more. Swap that order around depending
on situational factors. Have a couple of bounce locations and a fuck location ready.
You're the man. You make the moves, not them. Approaching women, being attractive, saying the right
things, and fucking their brains out is not "beta."
You have to use your voice to fuck women. Seriously. You have to talk to them. It's okay. Talking to girls
doesn't make you a pussy-worshipping loser. I promise.
[deleted] • 1 point • 16 May, 2015 02:09 AM

lmfaooooooo this was brilliant
Stopher • -3 points • 6 December, 2014 05:14 AM

You sir, are a serial conversational-rapist!
I'm being sarcastic to anyone who can't tell. It's sad I have to say that. Great post.
NeopolitanAfterglow • 10 points • 6 December, 2014 02:05 PM

You didn't have to say it. The fact that you thought you had to say it is what's sad.
cooltrip • -3 points • 6 December, 2014 01:08 PM

Hit on women?
You mean hit on carousel riders or post-carousel riders?
You mean hitting on the same carousel riders or post-carousel riders that hit on alpha? those alpha-begging
women?
• points • 1 January, 1970 12:00 AM

[permanently deleted]
rctdbl • 1 point • 6 December, 2014 05:24 PM

The funny thing is they could stop the conversation at any time but don't because they're so lazy they'd have
to expel more effort than it takes to stand around.
• points • 1 January, 1970 12:00 AM

[permanently deleted]
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• points • 1 January, 1970 12:00 AM

[permanently deleted]
• points • 1 January, 1970 12:00 AM

[permanently deleted]
nallalalla • 10 points • 6 December, 2014 10:41 AM

I share that opinion of your posting.
NeopolitanAfterglow • 5 points • 6 December, 2014 02:07 PM

Nope. It helps put into perspective how absurd and unnecessary our beta traits are. Constant
reminders like this really do help keep us on our game.
• points • 1 January, 1970 12:00 AM

[permanently deleted]
nallalalla • 10 points • 6 December, 2014 10:11 AM

why would anyone ever hit on such a nasty, mannish cunt?
seeing-red- • 2 points • 6 December, 2014 04:36 PM

Ay bby u want some long fuk
• points • 1 January, 1970 12:00 AM

[permanently deleted]
• points • 1 January, 1970 12:00 AM

[permanently deleted]
Tommie015comment score below threshold • -12 points • 6 December, 2014 02:03 PM

you sound frustrated, boohoo. got a mean look from some twat
NeopolitanAfterglow • 2 points • 6 December, 2014 05:41 PM

You have no understanding of satire.
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